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P

olitical development in Russia’s regions has often resembled the creation of
political fiefdoms more than the flowering of democracy in a new age. Among
the developments has been a centralization by regional elites at the expense of
other political contenders.1 To varying degrees, certain key political leaders across
the country represent a continuation of the Soviet-period nomenklatura system of
elite privilege and position and its extension into postcommunist Russia in new
forms.2 The process of regional elite dominance has included attempts to limit
the activity of groups and individuals that might impinge on political control; that
is, there have been clear attempts by authorities to constrain the evolution of an
independent civil society.3 There has also been a concerted effort among regional elites to resist the directives of central authorities.4 These conditions are present in the regional fiefdoms that have emerged in post-Soviet Russia’s tumultuous
political reform and are the targets of federal policy and local political opposition. Among the regions fitting that broad pattern of political development is the
Komi Republic, located in the far north of Russia, bordering the western Ural
Mountains. Rather than being a font for democratic development, Komi models
the difficulties of achieving political reform in a postcommunist society.
The Politics of Pluralism
This article emerges from thoughts concerning the development of pluralism in
Russia. If one simply conceives of pluralism as the division of power across society through the presence of autonomous entities,5 it is reasonably accurate to
argue that at the national level Russia has achieved at least a semi-pluralistic political system, with numerous “national” parties and the clear influence of business
interests. Although other groups—including unions and the church—carry varying, and lesser, degrees of influence in national politics, one can say that national-level Russia has moved significantly beyond nascent pluralism. This is especially the case when considering the resistance of regional entities—in particular,
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regional political forces—to central directives and attempts to influence central
political decisionmaking. The regions carry significant influence on the center, as
exemplified by the power-sharing treaties between the Kremlin and various
regional governments emerging since Tatarstan began the process in 1994.
While developments in Russian federalism exhibit pluralistic development
from the significantly more unitary Soviet system, developments within the
regions have shown much greater resistance to politically liberalizing trends.6
Playing on the Kremlin’s inability to enforce acquiescence, many regional political leaders have been relatively successful in constructing hierarchical political
structures that limit the access and influence of interests not affiliated with the
dominant political leader(s). Although many regions have introduced reforms,
federal authorities have sought to divide interests within regions, thereby diminishing the influence of the individuals at the very top of the regional hierarchy.
At the center of this policy is the August 1995 federal law directing the establishment of local self-governments throughout the eighty-nine regional entities of
Russia,7 which was resisted by many regions from the start.8 The difficulties of
establishing local self-governments have been twofold: getting regional elites to
open political processes by relinquishing a degree of control; and determining
whether sufficiently strong independent local interests exist, or can be developed,
to take advantage of such an opportunity. Nevertheless, by summer 1998 many
of the regions have at least to some degree complied with the federal legislation.
The Komi Republic is one of the more intransigent of the regions, having consistently resisted Kremlin efforts to break the lock of republic head Yuri Spiridonov and his political and economic allies.9 Federal difficulties dividing local
political resources have been mirrored in similar attempts by ineffective local
political parties and sociopolitical groups and movements. The struggle is further
exemplified by a weak legislative minority in the Komi State Council that has little policymaking influence over the Spiridonov-dominated majority.
In this article, I use the struggle over local self-government in Komi as a vehicle for assessing the strength of pluralism in the republic and examine federal and
subregional attempts to break the centralization of Yuri Spiridonov and his allies.
Regionalism in Komi
The first Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic to declare sovereignty from the
dictates of the Soviet Union in August 1990,10 Komi continues to be active in trying to carve out its niche within the Russian political system. The development
of center-periphery relations for Komi in the period since 1993 has occurred on
varying fronts. On one level, the government of Yuri Spiridonov has avoided compliance with certain central directives, particularly those disadvantageous to his
political power. On another, he and his government have sought to cultivate relations with central authorities, often with the direct goal of expanding local powers and control over Komi’s significant natural resources (oil, gas, coal, and timber).11 In the tug of war between the Kremlin and Syktyvkar, Spiridonov has
generally had a good working relationship with President Yeltsin and Prime Minister Chernomyrdin.12
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As part of the process of defining its place in the Russian political system, Komi
was a signatory to the 1992 Federal Treaty, which recognized national republics
as state entities, providing the republics with complete legislative and executive
authority over their territories.13 With the events of October 1993, however,
attempts by the Komi leadership to develop the republic’s sovereignty were interrupted by Yeltsin’s decree dissolving all regional soviets (including the Komi
Supreme Soviet that Spiridonov led) and the eventual publication of the draft Russian constitution in November 1993. Because the draft constitution did not carry
the same degree of regional independence found in the Federal Treaty, Spiridonov
denounced the document.
Attempts by Yeltsin to assert federal control over the
“There have . . . been complaints that Russian regions led Spiriinternational trade has been obstruct- donov to delay implementaed by rising interference from central tion of Yeltsin’s directive to
dissolve the Supreme Soviet
authorities.”
to set up his own power base.
This delaying tactic lasted
until January 1995 when a
new legislature, the Komi
State Council, was chosen by
popular vote. In the interim,
Spiridonov was able to legislate the inclusion of the “Head of Republic” position in the 1994 Komi constitution, a post he won in May 1994;14 and to use
the constitution and the Komi Law on Executive Authority (passed by the
Supreme Soviet in October 1994) to ensure the election of a State Council
dependent on his rule. Thus, in resisting Yeltsin’s directive of October 1993 for
fifteen months, Spiridonov positioned himself and future heads close to being
the sole political influence on Komi policy toward Moscow and the almost
unopposed political force in local Komi political affairs. This did not mean,
however, that difficulties in relations with Moscow were suddenly resolved (in
fact, Yeltsin has actively sought to reclaim some of the power the center has lost
in northern regions),15 nor that opposition groups would abandon their political goals in the republic.16
Recognizing that neither the Russian nor the Komi constitution fully settled
the differences between Syktyvkar and Moscow, authorities at both levels followed the lead of Tatarstan and other regions by signing a power-sharing agreement to codify their federal relationship. Ultimately, the March 1996 agreement
codified federal recognition of practices that were already in effect in Komi (tax
collection, environmental regulation, and so forth).17 That agreement provides
Komi residents with the measure of local control that they have sought for several years.18 Nevertheless, the treaty in action has received mixed evaluations
from commentators in Komi. There have, for example, been complaints that international trade has been obstructed by rising interference from central authorities.19 The treaty relationship has not been perfect from the federal perspective,
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either, particularly as it relates to a key provision requiring the establishment of
local self-government in Komi.20
Creating A Fiefdom
After winning the the post of head of administration, Spiridonov further consolidated his power during 1994, creating a system of executive rule within the
republic that parallels the consolidation of executive power in other regions.
Evgenii Nazdratenko and Leonid Polezhaev, the leaders of Primorskii Krai and
Omsk, respectively,21 have been adept at employing their authority to adapt the
political structures and legal environment to their individual needs.
Spiridonov drew on the Komi constitution and the Komi Law on Executive
Authority to ensure the election of a State Council largely dependent on his
rule. The constitution identifies twenty districts in Komi of regional/territorial
importance (Article 70), and the leader of each is included in the executive
branch (Article 94). These twenty heads of administration are appointed by the
head of the republic (Komi Law on Executive Authority, Article 32) and subject to his direction.
The heads of administration can appoint local administrators in towns and villages, thus ensuring vertical control of the region. Overall, the twenty
regional/territorial districts overlap with thirty electoral districts based on population to make up the fifty electoral districts of the current State Council (Komi
constitution, Article 71). In the January 1995 elections, thirteen of the administrative heads were elected to the State Council along with others who were, or
became, beholden to the head through ministerial appointments to the executive
branch. Further, although not as dependent on Spiridonov’s rule, sixteen of the
“generals” of Komi industry (oil, timber, gas, and so forth) also were elected to
the Council.22 In a seemingly corporatist arrangement that has appeared across
Russia in various forms,23 this group has been generally supportive of the head
in a mutually beneficial alliance.24 In this fashion, Spiridonov created a dependent, rather than independent, legislative branch. As one local reporter claimed,
one-half of the State Council is in the pocket of the head.25
Spiridonov’s political dominance in Komi is demonstrated in two telling political events. First, elections to the chairmanship of the State Council in February
1995 clearly strengthened Spiridonov’s position in Komi. In that vote, Spiridonov-sponsored Vladimir Torlopov was chosen as chairman over the opposition
of the former chairman of the Komi Council of Ministers (a Soviet-era position)
and rival of Spiridonov, Viacheslav Khudiaev. Only six of the forty-three deputies
who voted supported the candidacy of the former chairman.26 Second, on the basis
of relatively favorable economic conditions in summer/fall 1997,27 Spiridonov
called for a special election for the headship (held on 30 November 1997) rather
than waiting until May 1998 for the regularly scheduled elections.28 While clearly seeking to maximize his electoral chances, it was first necessary for Spiridonov
to convince the State Council to amend the Komi constitution to allow him to call
for early elections. In this he succeeded, receiving the support of thirty-nine of
forty-three deputies present, well beyond the two-thirds needed to pass the
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amendment.29 He also succeeded in defeating his main opponent, Communist
State Duma Deputy Rita Chistokhodova, by almost a three-to-one margin in the
popular vote.30 Spiridonov is a master in using existing laws and the legal system
to his advantage. When unable to avoid compliance with Komi and Russian laws,
he has been quite willing to employ the former Supreme Soviet and current State
Council to simply change the local laws to ensure superficial compliance.
Political Group Influence
Independent political organizations have had little influence on political developments in Komi. Leaders in Komi’s weak civil society have tried numerous
strategies to break the stranglehold of the executive branch.
These include the temporary
“Although the reform of legal standards in post-Soviet Russia has been union of opposition groups and
a slow and uneven process, there are a concerted effort to push for
the development of local govsigns that the legal system is becomernment institutions as a way
ing more coherent.”
to realize “democracy” in
Komi. In many ways, these
groups see independent local
self-government as the only
way that they and other Komi
residents will have influence over policymaking within the republic.
The positions of politically active individuals provide a stark example of the
personalized nature of Komi politics. In opposing the institution of local self-government, the press secretary to then Syktyvkar mayor Sergei Karakchiev, Andrei
Borodikin, presented the administration’s position: The division of authority in
the republic will create ineffective governing districts. Alluding to Spiridonov’s
position,31 he argued that Komi was not mature enough to implement the institutional changes successfully and that there would not be sufficient funding for
many of the new districts to function. He placed the issue firmly in the realm of
center-periphery power relations, arguing that a division of authority in Komi
would place the republic in a particularly weak position vis-à-vis the Kremlin. In
this respect, Borodikin firmly supported Komi’s vertical power structure as the
most effective means of government, but would not extend the same view toward
the center, instead preferring the regional independence under federalism.32
With a far different view, a journalist and the local chairman of Russia’s Democratic Choice, Igor Bobrakov, expressed his frustration with the Komi leadership’s intransigence concerning local self-government and the lack of any consistent access for opposition groups to Komi policymaking circles.33 Over the
past several years, Bobrakov and others have argued that only through the development of local self-government could the people of Komi ensure that local executives would fulfill their duties—for they would be answerable to the people
rather than the head. As a journalist who had twice briefly been refused accreditation by Komi authorities (Spiridonov has accused Bobrakov of “slinging
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mud”),34 Bobrakov had little confidence in the federal system.35 Making certain
not to link his position with party leader Yegor Gaidar, Bobrakov argued that Russia’s lack of a federal tradition implies the need for a unitary system like that of
France. In particular, a unitary system would allow the Russian president to
appoint governors who would responsibly implement directives on local self-government. Bobrakov expressed the rising frustration in oppositionist circles, a surprising comment from a man long active in the democratic movement in Komi.36
The difficulties of opposition groups in attempting to affect policy in Komi went
beyond the issue of local self-government and extended into the legislature. Particularly vexing for representatives of the local political parties, none of the
deputies elected in 1995 represent national parties, with only three of the fifty seats
occupied by deputies having some affiliation with the local Communists. Without
any representation, it is difficult for the parties to press their diverse agendas.37
Whether or not political parties achieve representation in it, the Council lacks
the attributes of an effective legislature. The immediate stumbling block is the
Council’s nonprofessional status, a major victory for Spiridonov during 1994 constitutional debates. As a result, the legislature meets only once a month for two
days.38 Because it is difficult for the Council to address the majority of questions
brought to each session, the head has greater leeway in running the republic.
Added to this limitation, the Council has little power as a check on the executive. The Komi constitution does spell out certain important oversight functions
of the State Council. But according to State Council Deputy Vasilii Kuznetsov,
the executive does not follow the law. Kuznetsov argues that that is especially evident in the budgetary process. Whereas the head is required to report to the Council on the execution of the budget, Kuznetsov claims that the executive provides
neither sufficient information about the budgetary process nor an adequate
accounting of the activities and spending of the executive branch. He claims that
the constitution is far too vague concerning the budgetary process and makes it
clear that he thinks the head is violating Article 88 of the constitution, which provides for the head’s removal from offices for dereliction of duty. Despite
Kuznetsov’s objections, he readily admits that the current composition of the
Council limits its oversight capabilities (and power of impeachment) even if the
constitutional guidelines were being followed. Attempts by Kuznetsov and an
“independent” minority have failed to amend the Komi constitution to put the
State Council on a more equal footing with the executive.39
In addition to concerns about the effectiveness of the State Council, temporary political unions such as the Electoral Association of Democratic Organizations (PADORK) have organized to prepare for elections and ensure that the Komi
constitution agrees with the Russian constitution.40 Since the release of the federal law on local self-government, a primary focus for local political groups,
including PADORK, has been establishing local self-government in Komi.41
Through this process, they have sought access to Komi policy decisions on a number of levels.
While PADORK brought together the self-proclaimed democratic opposition
in Komi, in 1996 the Council of Public Organization of the Republic of Komi
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(SOORK) brought together opposition groups ranging from the local branch of
Democratic Choice of Russia to the Communists and LDPR. Mirroring the democratic pretensions of opposition groups, irrespective of professed ideological preferences,42 this organization sought a consultative role in the policymaking process
of legislative and executive authority. Although an agreement requiring the Council to inform and consult the group about prospective bills and bills in process was
signed by State Council Chairman Vladimir Torlopov, it is not clear whether executive authorities were willing to participate.43 Given SOORK’s accusations of
executive arrogance and legislative dependence on the executive, scarcely two
months after the agreement was signed, it appears to be an ineffective agreement.44
There are numerous examples of resistance by Komi authorities to political
parties, sociopolitical groups, and even subregional legislatures. However, the
most effective means of interest articulation appears to be court cases brought by
the communist-leaning Popular Patriotic Union of Russia (NPSR) in the Komi
Supreme Court and Russian Constitutional Court. In March 1997, the Komi court
ruled that Komi laws concerning local self-government were clearly in violation
of federal laws. A January 1998 ruling of the Russian Constitutional Court stated definitively that the Komi constitution and Komi Law on Executive Authority both violate the stipulations of the federal constitution and laws.45
The Legal Arena and Legislative Politics
Although the reform of legal standards in post-Soviet Russia has been a slow and
uneven process,46 there are signs that the legal system is becoming more coherent. Just as the courts are often the final arbiter of legal conflict in the United
States, so too have the courts been playing an important role in resolving the
struggle over establishing local government in Russia. Unmoved by edicts from
the Kremlin and local pressure, Komi authorities have reacted to legal decisions,
even if that reaction has often been manifested in further delaying tactics. The
broad process has brought Komi ever closer to the actual implementation of federal directives concerning local self-government.
The first half of 1996 saw the Spiridonov regime active in republic and federal courts. In seeking to avoid local government elections by 1 March, as mandated in the federal law, Spiridonov complied with a “directive” from the State
Council to bring suit in the Russian Constitutional Court claiming that provisions
of the federal law were in violation of the Russian constitution.47 Although Komi
lost the battle before the Constitutional Court in May, Spiridonov was successful
in delaying local elections past the original deadline, which had already been
extended nationally by Yeltsin.48
Even as this case moved forward, however, other important events were occurring in the legal arena. In a potentially important precedent, the Council of
Deputies in Vorkuta (the local legislature) beat back a challenge by Spiridonov in
the Komi Supreme Court over its right to form an advisory presidium.49 Spiridonov had claimed that the council’s move violated the Komi constitution and
would interfere with the executive authority of Vorkuta’s appointed head of
administration. Although Spiridonov lost the case, he simultaneously maneuvered
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to keep his hold on Komi political affairs and ensure continued loyalty in the State
Council. He did this through a legislative end-run to avoid complying with federal laws restricting civil servants from also serving in regional legislatures. His
successful tactic was simply to change the legal definition of civil servant so that
it did not include the appointed heads of administration.50 Although two council
deputies still met the official definition,51 their conflicting roles have been ignored
to this point.
The court rulings that have apparently carried the most weight within Komi
governing circles were those in 1997 and 1998 involving the Komi affiliate of
NPSR. The March 1997 ruling of the Komi Supreme Court stated simply that the
Komi laws relating to local
self-government did not meet
the federal standards on any “The development of pluralism within
level. As a result, the court set Komi has been retarded by the consis19 October 1997 as the last tent resistance of executive authority
possible date by which electo more open political processes.”
tions could be held.52 With this
ruling, the State Council began
to work feverishly on a bill to
identify the administrative
divisions in which local government institutions were to be
set up (that problem has plagued other regions as well).53
There were three initial proposals concerning the level at which elections
would take place: in villages, settlements, and cities; in districts and cities subordinate to the republic;54 or in districts, cities, villages, and settlements, and districts and cities subordinate to the republic. After a stormy debate, the deputies
agreed on a proposal by the head’s representative to establish local self-government at the level of village, settlement, country village, and parts/sections of the
cities and districts subordinate to the republic.55 This compromise position
ensured that the head would continue to name the twenty heads of administration
spelled out in the constitution. However, it was widely criticized for the potential
of dividing functioning administrative districts into subdistricts with inadequate
tax and service bases.56
As described in a lengthy article in the opposition press the week after its adoption, the law underlines the determination of the head to keep the vertical power
structure in existence, even if it means continuing to violate federal law and various court rulings.57 With the law falling far short of developments in pluralism
envisioned by federal authorities and local opposition, Spiridonov again avoided
holding elections when the Russian Constitutional Court decided to examine the
constitutionality of two articles relating to local government in the Komi Constitution.58 In October, however, a plebiscite on the size of municipal districts was
suggested by representatives from Vorkuta who doubted the effectiveness of the
State Council law passed in the spring. The plebiscite accepted by the State Council for inclusion on the November ballot—oddly, without opposition from the
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executive branch—asked Komi voters: “Do you think that the formation of
municipalities in the Komi Republic should include the entirety of the republic’s
subordinate districts and cities along with their entire territories?”59 The plebiscite
was approved overwhelmingly by 72.6 percent of the voters, with a 48.5 percent
turnout.60 However, given changes in the movement toward establishing local
self-government in Komi, what this plebiscite could mean for the eventual formation of local institutions is unclear.
When the Constitutional Court on 15 January 1998 overturned the Komi law
on local government, Spiridonov’s initial response was to denounce the court’s
decision and proclaim his intended resistance. He claimed that the ruling violated provisions in the power-sharing agreement giving the republic the right to
determine its local institutions independently and that the court did not consider
provisions of the Federation Treaty.61 Spiridonov appears to have backed off from
his resistance to that ruling, however, and the State Council scheduled local selfgovernment elections for February 1999 (to coincide with State Council elections). At the time of this writing, whether the head will continue his delaying
tactics remains to be seen. However, it would seem that the necessity to comply
with the federal court is becoming inescapable.
Conclusions
The preceding discussion should make it clear that the development of pluralism
within Komi has been retarded by the consistent resistance of executive authority to more open political processes. Spiridonov’s dogged refusal to implement the
law on local self-government and other federal directives has allowed the head to
construct a disciplined organization of executive power to run the political arena.
Through careful formation of the 1994 Komi constitution and legal and legislative maneuvers, Spiridonov has also been rather successful in creating a legislature that offers little opposition to his political program.
Allthough my discussion has largely ignored group activity beyond the struggle over local self-government, such activity cannot be dismissed. For example,
there has been at least one instance of pensioners successfully suing Komi bureaucrats. One of the most active leaders of a sociopolitical group in Komi has been
Olga Sevast’ianova, chairperson of the local affiliate of Women of Russia. Her
group has been fortunate enough to receive free office space in a Komi government building.62 Although the group only had thirty members in Syktyvkar in
summer 1997, they were relatively successful in petitioning for donations from
local businesses.63 Sevast’ianova has also been one of the more outspoken critics
of the Spiridonov government. As the chairperson of SOORK she has been public in her disappointment with Komi authorities and has called for an open dialogue. She and other local opposition leaders link the development of competitive politics in Komi to the future of local self-government.
What is the future of local self-government in Komi? Judging by the recent
court rulings, it would seem that elections will be held early in 1999. However,
Spiridonov has capably maintained vertical power relations in Komi despite
numerous challenges in the past several years. In two February 1998 legislative
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decisions, he seems to have worked his magic once again. The first ruling changed
the law on state service that requires retirement at age sixty, thus allowing some
of Spiridonov’s team who are approaching, or have passed, sixty to continue
working. Perhaps more significant, a constitutional amendment was approved
“rescinding the prohibition of the president or his deputies to hold posts in commercial and civic organizations.”64 This ruling seemingly removes the de jure
legal separation between the state and private sectors, perhaps allowing Spiridonov to further concentrate authority prior to the initiation of functioning local
self-government.
As if the process of change were not already difficult to follow, the March 1998
dismissal of Prime Minister Chernomyrdin led Spiridonov to sign a cooperation
agreement with the heads of the various public movements, parties, and organizations. The agreement was designed to present a unified Komi front toward the
central authorities. It would appear to revive the oppositionist unity of Yeltsin’s
Russia prior to Soviet dissolution and that of Komi authorities prior to the president’s orders to dissolve local soviets in fall 1993. How this will play out in local
policymaking, particularly with the reappointment of Chernomyrdin as prime
minister, will be interesting in light of the lack of success of earlier agreements.65
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